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Amir receives letter from 
Qatar Amir Sheikh Tamim

Syria’s Assad to meet 
North Korean leader243 Zverev reaches first 
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Philippines leader apologizes 
to Kuwait for ‘harsh’ words

Ban lifted; Tensions cool after Kuwait, Philippines seal deal 

One of the most prominent outcomes of fast-
ing the month of Ramadan, especially in the
summer heat, is the development and per-

fection of patience. Nobody can fast without having
a degree of patience, which is mentioned in the
Quran as one of the qualities of someone who will
go to Paradise. For example, “I (God) have rewarded
them this Day [with Paradise] for what they have
endured patiently; they are indeed the ones that are
truly triumphant!” (23:111)

As successfully completing fasting in Ramadan
requires patience, so does entrance into Paradise. In
fact, Paradise requires two kinds of patience: one is
proactive and the other reactive. The proactive type
is striving to adopt a way of life sanctioned by God.
It means making the effort to learn what God wants
from us and then applying it in our lives. The Quran,
which is God’s final message to mankind, tells us
exactly what God expects from us, and Prophet
Muhammad (PBUH) demonstrated practically its
teachings, making it easier to understand. As it is a
lifelong process of study coupled with conformance
to God’s teachings and to the example of Prophet
Muhammad (PBUH), it will take determination and
patience. 

But the reward is worth the effort, according to
the Quran: “The ones who fulfill the covenant with
God and do not break its solemn pledge to Him,
who keep joined all the relations and obligations
that God has commanded to be joined and stand in
awe of their Lord, and fear an evil reckoning, who
endure with patience seeking the countenance of
their Lord, who establish the prayer and spend
charitably from what We have provided them,
secretly and openly, and who avert what is evil with
what is good... the angels will say, ‘Peace unto you
for that you persevered in patience! Now how
excellent is the final Home!’” (13:20-24)  

Those who repent, believe, do not bear false wit-
ness, pass by vile talk with honor, and heed the
verses of God...  “those are the ones who will be
rewarded with the highest place in heaven, because
of their patient constancy.”  (25:75) “Those who
believe in the unseen, establish prayer and spend
out of what We have provided for them, and who
believe in what has been revealed to you
[Muhammad] and what was revealed before you,
and of the Hereafter they are certain - those are
upon guidance from their Lord and it is those who
are the successful” (2:2-5).   

The patience required for Paradise needs a level
of commitment and effort beyond the everyday
patience of the common man. The second kind of
patience required for Paradise is reactive, and it is
demonstrated by our reaction to things outside of
our control, such as illness, injury, loss, calamity and
all circumstances related to our physical vulnerabili-
ty and mortality. 
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Lessons of Ramadan
By Teresa Lesher

SEOUL: Philippine President Rodrigo Duterte apolo-
gized to Kuwait yesterday for his “harsh” words at the
height of a months-long diplomatic row over the treat-
ment of domestic workers. The spat began in February
when a murdered Filipina maid was found in her
employer’s freezer in the Gulf state, prompting Duterte
to lash out at the “inhuman” treatment of migrant work-
ers and ban workers from travelling to Kuwait. 

“For the first time I would say that I was harsh in my
language - maybe because that was a result of an emo-
tional outburst. But I’d like to apologize now,” Duterte
said, addressing Kuwait directly in a speech before
expatriate Filipinos living in South Korea. “I’m sorry for
the language that I was using but I’m very satisfied
with...  how you responded to the problems of my
country.” Authorities in Manila say around 262,000
Filipinos worked in Kuwait before February, with many
employed as household maids. 

They are among over two million Filipinos employed
in the region, whose remittances are a lifeline to the
Philippine economy. At the height of the diplomatic
flap, Duterte alleged Arab employers routinely rape
Filipina workers, force them to work 21 hours a day and
feed them scraps. “Is there something wrong with your
culture? Is there something wrong with your values?”
the Philippine leader said then. Kuwaiti authorities
expelled Manila’s envoy in April over footage showing

embassy staff helping Filipino workers flee allegedly
abusive bosses in Kuwait. Tensions cooled last month
after the two nations sealed an agreement on work-
place safety guarantees for Filipinos working in 
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KUWAIT: His Highness the Crown Prince Sheikh
Nawaf Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah yesterday
chaired a National Security Council meeting at Seif
Palace. The meeting was attended by Deputy
Commander of National Guard Sheikh Meshaal Al-
Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah and His Highness the Prime
Minister Sheikh Jaber Al-Mubarak Al-Hamad Al-
Sabah. Other attendees include; First Deputy Premier
and Defense Minister Sheikh Nasser Sabah Al-
Ahmad Al-Sabah, Deputy Prime Minister and Foreign
Minister Sheikh Sabah Al-Khaled Al-Hamad Al-
Sabah, Deputy Prime Minister and Minister of Interior
Sheikh Khaled Al-Jarrah Al-Sabah, Deputy Prime
Minister and Minister of State for Cabinet Affairs
Anas Al-Saleh, Deputy Prime Minister and Minister of
Finance Nayef Falah Al-Hajraf, National Security
Apparatus Chief Sheikh Thamer Ali Sabah Al-Salem

Al-Sabah. In the meeting, His Highness the Crown
Prince discussed the regional and international devel-
opments - underlining the need for effective coordina-
tion and cooperation among state bodies to enhance
the security and stability of Kuwait. — KUNA

Crown Prince chairs 
National Security 
Council meeting

KUWAIT: His Highness the Crown Prince Sheikh Nawaf Al-
Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah chaired a National Security
Council meeting yesterday. — KUNA

MANILA: Philippine President Rodrigo Duterte gestures as
he gives his departure speech at the Manila International
airport. — AFP 

KUWAIT: First Deputy Prime Minister and Defense
Minister Sheikh Nasser Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Sabah on
Saturday visited Kuwaiti army units deployed in the
north. During his visit, which was marked by a Ramadan

breakfast meal with troops, the minister met with
Assistant Commander of the Army Major General
Mishal Al-Mutairi and other senior officers. Shortly
after, the minister gave a speech on the occasion, con-

veying the greetings and appreciation of His Highness
the Amir and Supreme Commander of the Armed Forces
Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah and HH the
Crown Prince and HH the Prime Minister. — KUNA

Defense Minister visits soldiers in Northern Kuwait

KUWAIT: First Deputy Prime Minister and Defense Minister Sheikh Nasser Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Sabah poses for a group photo with Kuwaiti troops. — KUNA 

SINGAPORE: Qatar will not be dragged into any
conflict with Iran, a senior Qatari official said yesterday.
Defense minister Khalid Bin Mohammad Al-Attiyah
told an international security conference in Singapore
that even though the two nations had “a lot of differ-
ences”, Doha would not “fuel a war” in the region. 

“Is it wise to call the US and Israel to go and
fight Iran? Iran is next door,” he said. “If any third
party is trying to push the region or some country
in the region to start a war with Iran, this will be
very dangerous,” he said. His comments sparked
speculation that he could have been referring to
Saudi Arabia, which has led a year-long blockade
against Qatar, accusing the emirate of financing ter-
rorist groups and having close ties with Tehran.

Qatar rejects the charges and says the blockading
countries-which also include the UAE, Bahrain and
Egypt-are seeking regime change in Doha.
Responding to a question on whether Qatar’s air bases
could be used to launch airstrikes against Iran, Al-
Attiyah said the country was “not a fan of war”, and
called instead for engagement and dialogue. “We
should call Iran, put all the files on the table, and dis-
cuss to bring peace, (rather) than war,” he told the
Shangri-La Dialogue. 
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Qatar will not ‘fuel 
a war’ against Iran

DOHA: The year-old acrimonious dispute between
Qatar and its neighbors is forging a “new” Gulf, poten-
tially transforming what was a stable region of the Arab
world, experts warn. It has shattered old alliances and
rendered the six-nation Gulf Cooperation Council
practically obsolete, pushing Qatar towards Turkey and
Iran. And with no sign of a resolution, it is unclear if any
party has benefitted. 

“In its impact on the regional unit in the Arab Gulf,
the crisis is likely to be as disruptive and as era-defin-
ing as Saddam Hussein’s invasion and occupation of
Kuwait was in 1990,” said Kristian Ulrichsen, a fellow at
Rice University’s Baker Institute. “It is very difficult to
see how the Arab Gulf can come back together.” The
crisis between some of the world’s richest countries
erupted on June 5, 2017 as Saudi Arabia, the United
Arab Emirates (UAE), Bahrain and Egypt suddenly cut
all ties with Doha, accusing it of supporting terrorism
and Iran.

Qatar, a small peninsula nation, found its only land
border closed, its state-owned airline barred from using
its neighbors’ airspace, and Qatari residents expelled
from the boycotting countries. Doha was handed a list
of 13 demands, including closing broadcaster Al
Jazeera, removing Turkish troops from the country, and

scaling back its cooperation with Iran, with which it
shares the world’s largest gas field.  Qatar has done
none of these. Instead it has responded defiantly by
dismissing the charges and courting new diplomatic
and trading links.

The cold war in the desert has lingered, although
Qatar still supplies the UAE with gas. As new axes
emerge, Qatar has increasingly tied itself to Turkey-
while straining relations between Riyadh and Ankara-
and extended its reach far beyond the Gulf. Last month,
Qatar’s Amir Sheikh Tamim Bin Hamad Al-Thani
thanked Iran for its support during the crisis. 
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Qatar crisis creates 
‘new Gulf’ with no 
winners, but losers

DOHA: Photo shows portraits of Qatar’s Amir Sheikh Tamim
Bin Hamad Al-Thani on the back of vehicles and text read-
ing in Arabic: “Tamim the glorious” in Doha. — AFP 


